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Abstract. We review t_ available information on the 2 The identity of the muon decay neutrinos
identity of the neutrino states emitted in muon decay,
and discuss the exoti-, decay p+ ---. e+_evp. The most general local nonderivative four-fermion inter-

action that aiiows for lepton family number and total
lepton number violation can be written in the helicity
projection form [3] as [4]

1 Introduction g = 4 Z[(gVL)ij6LTAniLfi.iL 7APL

The main decay mode of the muon is the decay into idV - A -c
two neutrinos [1]: p+ --_ e+ + n + n_. In the stan- + (gLR)OeL7 niLnjnT_Pa

dard model n = //eL, nt "- _pL, where I/eL and I/sL +(g_L)0_aT_ c -niRnjLTADL
are massless left-handed neutrinos which accompany the
corresponding left-handed charged leptons in doublets + (g_R)iJ_RT;'niRfi_nT;,Pn

s _ 0 __ (2)
of SU(2)L. The interaction responsible for this decay is + (gLL)ijeLninnjnp L
due to W-exchange and has the V-A form S - c -

+ (gLn)ijeLninnjLPn

H(_.) A - GF_7_(1 -- 75)i/uPe7_(1 -- 75)e + H.c. (1) + (g_L)ijenniLfi;n, UL "b (gSn)ijen.iLnjLfln
- _/2

-[- (gTn)ijeL taS Bhfij Ltafl_n

where GE -- (g2/Sm_,)(1 + Ar); Ar represents radiative -¢
corrections [2]. + (gTL)ijenta_niLnjntal3PL] + g.c.

In extensions of the standard model there may be The fermion fields in Eq. (2) are mass-eigenstates. The
new decay modes of the type p+ _ e+ + neutrinos, indices i,j run over ali the neutrino states that can be
and new decay interactions may be present. Among the emitted in the decay. For a fermion field (f)fn = ½(1 --

decays p+ ---. e+ + neutrinos there could be some which 75)f, fR = 1_ i_1 + 75)f;ta_ = _---_[7a,70]. nil includesviolate the conservation of lepton family numbers and
possibly also the conservation of the total lepton number, ali the left-handed neutrino states (niL =- I/eL, n2L =--c

In the presence of the new interactions the neutrinos are I/eL, n3L -" l/sL etc.), and the set n_i ali the right-
c VpR,expected to be massive, and the gauge group eigenstates handed ones (n_n - I/en, n_n - I/en, n_n -- c etc.).t

are not expected to coincide with the mass-eigenstates. A special case of the Hamiltonian (2) is the one
The mixing of the neutrinos may involve also heavy tH(U)_, which contains ali the possible interaction typesLC/

neutrinostates,which cannotbe emittedinthe decays. (V,A,S,... ),but allowsonlydecay modes which con-
In thistalkwe shallreviewtheexistinginformation servetheindividualleptonfamilynumbers,and includes

on theidentityofthe neutrinosinthemain decay mode onlyI/enand urr inadditionto nel and I/sL" con-

ofthemuon, and thendiscusstheparticularexoticdecay tainsI0 couplingconstants[(gnVL)13_LL,V= V (.gS_R)14 =mode p+ --e+Oei/u. g[R, (gOaL)23 = V V
g_L, (g_n)24 ------_n, (g_L)24

gLL'_ (gLn)23-B" - =_ gLn, (gnL)14 "_ gnL, (gnn)13

i In Ref. [4] the constant (g_L)O is denoted as (Go/v_)g_L;
the correspondence between the notations for the other constants
is analogous.
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T
• gSR, (gTR)23 = gLR, and (gTL),4 ----g_L]" In Ref. approximation left-handed [81, S is given by (taking into

[5] limits have been set on ali of these using the available account the limits on the coupling constants)
experimental results on the muon lifetime, the positron

energy spectrum and polarizations, and the inverse muon 1 12decay cross-section. One of the results of the analysis is S _ _ I (gLL)iav -b _(gLL)3iS (G/j/V_)-2 , (8)
the lower bound i

(1 ) wherethe neutrinostatev_ = _'_jcjnjL has beende-
QLL _ I'g_L 12+ Ig}'= 12 (G_,/V'2)-2 (3) noted as n3L. (S _1 g_L 12 (G0/v/'2) -2 in the case of

> 0.949 (9n% c.l.), the Hamiltonian H_ [5]).

obtained from muon-decay data alone on the quan- The experimental value of S enables one to set a
tity QLL which contains the standard model contri- lower bound on the term which includes the standard
bution. In Eq. (3) Gu_ is the muon decay constant model contribution, and using QLL < 1 an upper bound
(G u = 1.16637(2) x IO-SGeV-2). For the contribution on the remaining part of QLL [5]. From (7) one obtains
of the remaining coupling constants to the decay rate [7]
upper limits have been obtained (also from muon decay

1 s
measurements), which are smaller than (G_/v/2) 2 by E l(gVL)i3 "b _(gLL)3i 12> 0.925(Gu/v/2) 2factors of about 20 to 500. However, some of the cou- (9)i
piing constants could still be quite large. For example
the limit on I gSL l is I gSt_ [< 0.424(G,/,cf2) [5]. (90% c.l.),

In the general case the muon decay parameters can
be expressed through a set of quadratic functions of the

coupling constants, which are generalizations of those _ I v 1 s(gLL)ij + _(gLL)ji 12< 0"075(G,/_/2) 2
for the lepton family number conserving case [4]. There ,,j (10)
is a one-to-one correspondence between the two sets j_3
[4], and consequently it is possible to use the results (90% c.l.)
for the lepton family number conserving case to obtain
constraints for the Hamiltonian (2). Thus, since [4] The limits from (6) are only slightly weaker.

The bound (9) implies that at least one of the

1 is 1 s 12 p+-decay modes which involves the neutrino l)_ pro-"_ [g_L _ _ [(gVL)ij + _(gLL)ji , duced :_l Tr- ---. p-_, decay dominates the p+-decay

i>j (4) rate [4].

iv 12 1 s 12
gLn _ __, [(g[z)ij + _(gLz)ji , Regarding the nature of the state v, there issome experimental information from a search [9] for

i__.j e+-production by t_,r on nucleons. The experi-

the constraint (3)becomes ment yielded F(r + _ p+fi,)/F(_r + ---+ all) < 1.5 x
10 -3 (90% c.l.) and F(r + --+ p+n,)/F(r + --.* all) <

1 s 8 x 10-3 (90% c.l.), where ft, and ne are neutrino states
QLL -- _-_[(g[L)ij + -_(gLn)ij 12> 0.949(G_/'*_) 2 .(5) capable of producing e+ and e-, respectively. 2 This

i,j indicates that v_ is not the state which accompanies the

In the analysis it has been assumed that the masses of positron or the electron in nuclear beta decay.
the neutrinos that can be emitted in the decay are small Information on the second neutrino in muon decay
enough that their effect on the positron spectrum can follows from the experiment of Ref. [10], where neutrinos
be neglected. (ne) from p+-decay have been observed through the

Information on one of the neutrino states in muon reaction neD ---, pige-. The good agreement of the
measured neD ---*ppe- cross-section and the calculateddecay comes from the inverse muon decay process

v,_e- _ p-ni where z/, is the neutrino state emitted one in the standard model indicates that the total muon
in a"+ ---, p+z/, decay, and ni are some neutrino states, decay rate contains a substantial contribution from muon
The cross-section for this reaction has been measured decay into a final state in which one of the neutrinos is

recently by the CHARM II collaboration [6] and by the the one accompanying the positron in nuclear beta decay.
CCFR collaboration [7], obtaining Experimental results [10,11,12,13] are available also

on decays of the type p+ _ e+fienx, where nx is some

S = 1.054=t: 0.079 (CHARMII), (6) neutrino state and ft,. is a neutrino state capable of

S = 0.981 =t:0.057 (CCFR) , (7) 2 We remind the reader that we use the term "neutrino state"
to refer to either a "neutrino" or an "antineutrina" Also, e.g.

where S is the total cross-section for (L,,e- _ p-ni) + the state he(fie) could be sn antineutrino (neutrino) state. For

(_re- --_ p-n2)+.., relative to the cross-section pre- Majorana neutrinos there is of course no dlstinction. On theoth_.r

dicted by the standard model. As v_ is to an excellent hand re(Pe) denotes the electron neutrino (electron antineutrino).
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producing positrons on protons. 3 The best limit on the not related to the weak interactions, the existence of
branching ratio a conserved multiplicative quantum number cannot be

ruled out by the absence of p, ._ e+peu_ (or muonium
R - F(p + -.. e+fien_)/F(p + --* all) (11) to antimuonium conversion, etc.) at a certain level.

is The decay p+ --, e+_eug could be mediated at the
tree-level by non-standard Higgs bosons, or ziew gauge

R < 0.018 (90% c.i.) , (12) bosons. A simple extension of the standard model which

from the experiment of Ref. [13] 4 allows p+ _ e+5_u_ can be obtained by adding to the• Higgs doublet a singlet charged Higgs boson (h) and
It is evident from the above discussion that the ex- including singlet right-handed neutrinos. A coupling of

perimental information regarding the muon decay in- the form 7
teraction and the nature of the neutrinos involved is

consistent with the standard model picture. Searches L = geev_--ReRh+ g_pRh + U.c. (13)
for non-standard contributions and non-standard decay
modes continue to be of great importance. In the next is then possible, which (if the right-handed neutrinos
section we shall consider the exotic decay p+ --_ e+Peu_, are sufficiently light) gives rise to p+ --. e+PeU_. The

corresponding interaction after a Fierz transformation
can be written in the form

3 The decay/_+ --_ e+_c vo geeg*_

H = 8m 2 fi')'_(X +"fs)ve_7)_(1 + "fs)e + H.c. (14)The exotic decay mode p+ --_ e+Sey# 5 was first con-

sidered [15] before the advent of gauge theories, in Denoting G = v/'2geeg##/82* m2a, the branching ratio Rconnection with the question regarding the nature of
the suspected invariance principle which was supposed (see (11), where now fie = 5e, nffi = u#) is given by
to account for the apparent absence of processes like R =1G [2/(G2F + I'G [2) =l-G/G_ [2. The experimental
p -. eT, or p-N --.+e-N. In the scheme of Ref. [15] the limit (12) does not apply for this case, since the right-
decay p+ --. e+SeUt, is one of the processes (muonium handed neutrinos do not couple to the_W. There are
to antimuonium conversion is another) which would be however several indirect constraints on G.
allowed if the conservation of a multiplicative quantum One constraint follows from the limits on the cou-
number (muon parity) would be involved, but f_rbid- piing constants of the general Hamiltonian (2). The
den if the conservation law concerned additive quantum Hamiltonian consisting of the standard model contribu-
numbers (muon number and electron number). In the tion and the interaction (14) is a special case of (2)
standard model the lepton family numbers are conserved with
and therefore /z+ _ e+_eu_ (like p --_ e7, etc.) is for- v(gLL)13 -- GF/V_ (g_R)24 = 2G*/v f_ (15)bidden. Beyond the standard model the presence of ' '

conserved lepton numbers (additive or multiplicative) and ali the other coupling constants set to zero. From
is generally not expected. 6 We should note also that the analysis of muon decay data one has the limit

since the strength of the p+ ---, e+Peu_ interaction is [gS I<0.066(90% c.l.) [5] for H (_) which translates inRR LC
the general case to3 Further sources of positrons could be neutrinos from ordinary

_+-decay due to oscillations, or even without oscillations if the Z 2I(gSR)J'weak eigenstate neutrinos contain heavy mass-eigenstates which [ (gVR)ij + [2< 0.0011(G_/v/2) 2
cannot be produced in the decay[14]. A Majorana Pe/. can also i)j (16)

produce a positron, but the amplltudc is proportional to the neu- (90% c.l.)trino mass.

4 It should be noted that the limit (12) holds only for such Since the left-hand side of Eq. (16) is simplydecays _+ _ e+fienz where the spectrum of fie (or the spectrum
of hz, if ns can produce positrons)is the same as the spectrum I ½(g_R)24 [2, we obtain from (15) and (16) the bound
of _, in/z +-decay. I am grateful to R. L. Burman for calling
my attention to this aspect of the experiment. The experiment of IV I< 0.032 [G W[ (90% c./.) . (17)
Ref. [12],in which the reaction p= + e- --*_-fie rather than muon
decay was searchedfor, sets a limit only for the branchingratio of Limits on G are implied also by the experimental
u+-, e+_u_, value of the W-mass, and by charged current univer-

The _e and uu in this decay mode are by definition identical or sality.If ue is a Majorana
nearly equal to the weak eigenstates ae_ and uu" The muon decay constant in the presence of the inter-neutrino, then for left-handed (right-handed) couplings Pe is the
right-handed (left-handed) component of ue. action (14) is given by G_, = GF ( 1

It is interesting to mention however the model of Ref. [16],
where it was shown that the three-family standard model for the dec_y _+ --*e+Peu_,is mediated by one of the new Higgs bosons.
leptons can be extended in st_cha way that a multiplicative quan- If the quarks are treated in this model in the same way as the
turn number is conserved, while the conservation of the lepton leptons, the model runs into contradiction with experiment.
family numbers is broken. This is achieved by requiring invari- _ This is analogous to the coupling of a doubly charged singlet
ance of the unbrokentheory under the permutation group Sz, and Higgs boson to right-handed charged leptons, considered in Ref.
introducing three Higgs doublets, one for each lepton family. The [17].
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" ] "G/GF ]2)1/2. Since G r is known experimentally in turn implies an upper bound (proportional to ,,.vr j
and GF can be evaluated using the experimental val- on the mass mo of the A_. This bound combined with
ues of mw, sin20w and At, a constraint follows for the lower bound mo > 43 GeV on mo provided by the
['G/GF [. With mw = (79.91 +0.39) GeV [18], experimental value of the invisible width of the Z dictates

0 056 +0.006sin20w -" 0.2291 4- 0.0034 [19], and Ar = . -0.010 that if v r is unstable, its mass has to be larger than --,
[19], we find 36 keV. It follows that the model is viable for mrr

40 keV and for mrr in the range 36 keV <myra< 270
I'G/Gr I< 0.23 (90% c.l.). (18) keV.

The experimental value of the ud-element Uud of The decay is mediated by the exchange of the singly-
the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix is defined as the ratio of charged Higgs boson A+ [23]. The corresponding inter-
the experimental value of the beta decay vector constant action can be written in the form

G_ and the muon decay constant G r. In the standard
model G_ = GFUud (where Uud is the true KM matrix g = 2 _/2 /27x(1 - 75)vePrTx(1 - 75)e + H.c. , (21)

element), and G r = GF, so that Uud = GI_/Gr = Uud.
In the presence of the interaction (14) we have [Uud [2= where G+ _ vF2feeEr/Sm2+;m+ is the mass of the A+;

[ Uud 12 (1+ I'G/GF 12)-1. Analogous relations hold for fee and frf are lepton--AL Yukawa couplings.
[ Uu, 12 and I Uub [2, so that using the unitarity relation The constant G+ is related to Go as

for the 3-family case one obtains. 1 -1 frf m2o (22)
[ Uud [2 + [ Uu, 12+ [ Vub 12-- (I+ I "G/GF 12)-1 (19) a_ = _aoger fee -- ftr m2+ '

A recent analysis [20] yields [ U_d [2 + I U., [2 + where Ker is the ep-element of the mixing matrix K in
[ Uub i2= 0.9989 4- 0.0012, implying the charged-current interactions of the light neutrinos.Eq. (22) yields a lower bound on [ G+ 1, since it can be

. mo/I/l +I'G/Gr 1< 0.053 (90% c.l.) . (20) shown that not only [ Go [ but also [ ftr [ and 2 2are bounded from below.

The example (14) of an interaction that can give Muonium to antimuonium conversion arises in the
rise to p+ --, e+_ev_ is just a possibility, without a model at the tree level through
particular motivation. Mohapatra and I have investi- A++-exchange [24]. The resulting effective M _ M
gated [21] p+ _ e+_ev r and also muonium to antimuo- interaction is given by
nium (M --* M) conversion in the.left-right symmetric _..

SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(1)B-L model of ttef. [22]. In this g = Z__/aTx(1 - 75)e/aTx(1 - 75)e + H.c. , (23)
model p+ _ e+_evr and M _ M conversion arise nat-

urally, and moreover turn out to play a distinctive role. where G++ __ v/2feef_r/Sm2++. G*++ is related to Go
We have pointed out that with reasonable assumptions in the same way as G_. except for the replacement
concerning some of the parameters of the model there is m+ ---, m++ in Eq. (22). Since mom++22 is, like mo/m+,2 2
a lower bound in these models for the p+ --_ e+_v r rate bounded from below, a lower bound follows also for

and the M _ M conversion rate for the range of the I G++ I.
muon neutrino mass mv_, for which the constraint from We find I G+ I _>4 x 10-4GF and I G++ I _>2 x

cosmology requires v r _o be unstable. Below I shall give 10-4Gr for 36 keV < my, < 270 keV [21]. The lower
a brief sketch of this work, referring the reader to Ref. "_ "_
[21] for details and complete references, bounds increase with decreasing my,. Thus, as the

The Higgs sector of the model contains the bidoublet experimental limits on I G+ I and/or I G++ I become
more and more stringent, the allowed range of mv_ for

field _b (2,2,0) and the triplet fields AR(1,3,2) and AL which the model is viable becomes increasingly smaller.
(3,1,2). Left-right symmetric models provide an attrac-
tive framework for understanding the origin of parity vi- For mv_ _- 36 keV we obtain I G+ I _>2 x 10-2 and
olation in the weak interactions. The class of SU(2)L x [ G++ I > 10-2
SU(2)R x U(1)B-L models with triplet Higgs bosons The branching ratio R in Eq. (11) (with h, = _,,
can also provide an explanation of the smallness of the n_ = vr) is given by
masses of the observed neutrinos.

The observed energy density of the universe implies R = 4 I G+/G_ 12 (24)

that neutrinos which are heavier than about 40 eV must The experimental limit (12) implies
be unstable, and that there is an upper bound on their
lifetimes, which is a decreasing functin of their mass. For [ G+ I< 0.067Gu . (25)
the muon neutrino the only decay mode that can satisfy
the cosmological constraint is the decay v r _ t'evePe The Hamiltonian consisting of the interaction (21)
mediated by A_-exchange. The cosmological constraint and the standard model contribution corresponds to the

-s/2_ general Hamiltonian (2) with
gives a lower bound (proportional to mv, ) on the

strength [ Go/v/2 Iof the v r vev, z)e interaction, which v"_ (gLL)13 = _F/V/_ ' S(gLL)13 -- 4G*+/v_ (26)
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• and ali the remaining constants absent. Eq. (10) in this to antimuonium conversion) will provide important in-
case implies formation on an attractive class of left-right symmetric

models.

I G+ I< 0.14Gr (90% c.l.) (27)

From the experimental value of the W-mass and from Acknowledgement. I am grateful to R. L. B_l, V. W. Hughes,
K. Jungmann, W. C. Louis, B. E. Matthias, R. N. Mohapatra and

charged current universality we obtain D.H. White for valuable conversations. I would also like to thank

K. Jungmann and G. zu Putlitz for a most enjoyable symposium

IG+ I< 0.12 G r (90%c./.) (28) andwonderfulhospitallty. This work was supported by the United
States Department of Energy•

and

I G+ l< 0.026 Gr (90% e.I.) , (29)
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